
XXL-Rehab
Bariatric rehabilitation

Mobility

Positioning solutions for bariatric patients  
all hours of the day



XXL-Rehab Stand Tall
Strongly engineered and functionally designed exclusively for bariatric users!

The XXL-Rehab Stand Tall is a multi-functional aid; It can be used for walking, mobilising from seated to 

standing, it is safe to use, gives independence and has an IV option.

The XXL-Rehab Stand Tall has 2 built-in handgrips on the side 

which allow the user to stand up in small steps from the bed 

or chair being in full control of the situation. This minimises the 

risk of falling and therefore also minimises the risk of injury to 

caregiver or patient himself. Once upright the user can walk 

around.

The underarm-padding is adjustable in width and angle giving

optimal support to the user. This function is supported in full 

length of the bar.

In addition, it has many handgrip-combinations and easy 

adjustment, everything to make the XXL-Rehab Stand Tall easy 

to maneuver.

The brakes are mounted onto the bar, useful in stops of course, 

but also in speed control and turning: the XXL-Rehab Stand 

Tall is a safe zone. The brakes can be locked, i.e. when getting 

up/sitting down.

Using 32 mm tubing ensures an almost forever lasting frame, 

but also gives a much more simple look and it can be cleaned 

in few seconds.

IV holder and holder for urine-bag are optional.

The XXL-Rehab Stand Tall is mainly designed for use in nursing 

homes and in hospitals.

- Adjustable underarm-padding
- Height adjustable

MAX 325 kg
Product video
Scan the code and see
the product in use
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XXL-Rehab Stand Tall 
Specifications

Model
Width 

cm
Length 

cm
Order No

XXL-Rehab Stand Tall 80-92 76 0180-076-000

Accessories  

IV holder for XXL-Rehab 
Stand Tall

100 27 0180-999-008

XXL-Rehab Stand Tall

Maximum weight capacity is 325 kg

Total length 76 cm

Total width 80-92 cm

Internal width between armrests 59-69 cm

Adjustable height (3 cm interval) 100-130 cm

Weight 20 kg

Massive wheels Yes

Frame
Powder-lacquered chromium 
molybdenum steel

Hand-grips PU foam

Underarm-padding PU foam

Front wheel 100 mm

Rear wheel 125 mm

ISO - classification ISO 12 06 12 - 06
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 Ideal use for...

- Bariatric users. 
- Hospitals or nursing homes.
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XXL-Rehab Rollator King 
Strongly engineered and functionally designed exclusively for bariatric users!

With a weight capacity of 325 kg the XXL-Rehab Rollator King is one of the strongest walkers.

It is both functional and has a light and discrete design. It fits

through doorways and folds easily for transport and storage in 

cars.

It includes a large seat, extra strong tubes and 8” massive tires 

that provide extra security, stability and comfort.

The XXL-Rehab Rollator King has a large support surface. 

When the user sits down heavily, the back arch prevents that 

the weight is placed too far – beyond the support surface. In 

this way, the risk of accidents is prevented significantly.

The critical point for rollators for bariatric users are the brakes.

The XXL-Rehab Rollator King has ”feather touch” hand brakes 

that provide superior control and ensure the walker is easy to 

maneuver and to hold the weight.

The rollator comes with a basket and the handles are fitted 

with reflectors.

- Extremely strong and stable lightweighter
- Easy to fold and maneuver
- “Feather touch” hand brakes
- Fits through doorways and into cars
- The new design with iron forks and wide tires 
gives a smoother drive and safe handling

MAX 325 kg
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 Ideal use for...

- Bariatric users. 

Model Varenummer

XXL-Rehab Rollator King including basket 0172-050-000

XXL-Rehab Rollator King

Maximum weight capacity is 325 kg

Total length 85 cm

Total width 71 cm

Width between handles 61 cm

Height adjustable 77.5-99 cm (2.5 cm interval)

Seat width 51 cm

Seat depth 35.5 cm

Seat opening 58 cm

Seat height 50 cm

Weight 15.7 kg

Weight capacity in basket 5 kg

Resting chair Yes

Foldable Yes

Massive wheels Yes

Wheels 8” massive

Frame Powder-lacquered aluminum

Seat/backrest Polyurethane

ISO – classification ISO 12 06 06 - 11
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XXL-Rehab Rollator King 
Specifications
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XXL-Rehab Rollator Support 
Strongly engineered and functionally designed exclusively for bariatric users!

With a weight capacity of 200 kg the XXL-Rehab Rollator Support is one of the strongest walkers.

It is both functional and has a light and discrete design.

It fits through doorways and folds easily for transport.

It includes a large seat, extra strong tubes and 8” massive tires 

that provide extra security, stability and comfort.

The XXL-Rehab Rollator Support has a large support surface. 

When the user sits down heavily, the back arch prevents that 

the weight is placed too far – beyond the support surface. In 

this way, the risk of accidents is prevented significantly.

The critical point for rollators for bariatric users are the brakes. 

The XXL-Rehab Rollator Support has ”feather touch” hand 

brakes that provide superior control and ensure the walker is 

easy to maneuver and to hold the weight.

The rollator comes with a basket and the handles are fitted 

with reflectors.

- Extremely strong and stable lightweighter
- Easy to fold and maneuver
- “Feather touch” hand brakes
- Fits through doorways
- The underarm support helps to walk in a more 
upright position and minimize stress on wrist

MAX 200 kg
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 Ideal use for...

- Bariatric users. 

Model Varenummer

XXL-Rehab Rollator Support including basket 0173-050-000

XXL-Rehab Rollator Support

Maximum weight capacity is 200 kg

Total length 85 cm

Total width 71 cm

Width between handles 61 cm

Height adjustable 100-130 cm (2.5 cm interval)

Seat width 51 cm

Seat depth 35.5 cm

Seat opening 58 cm

Seat height 50 cm

Weight 17 kg

Weight capacity in basket 5 kg

Resting chair Yes

Foldable Yes

Massive wheels Yes

Wheels 8” massive

Frame Powder-lacquered aluminum

Seat/backrest Polyurethane

ISO – classification ISO 12 06 06 - 11
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XXL-Rehab Rollator Support 
Specifications
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XXL-Rehab Bariatric Walking Frame
Strongly engineered and functionally designed exclusively for bariatric users!

Especially after falling incidences, fractures etc one of the key factors of getting bariatric users mobili-

sed is to provide them with a walking aid they trust.

The XXL-Rehab Bariatric Walking Frame is foldable and 

available in 2 widths, with ferrules or with 2 massive wheels 

in front. With 2 wheels in front the walking frame is easy to 

maneuver and roll across the floor. The 2 rear legs ensure 

that walking frame does not suddenly roll away if the user for 

example loses balance.

The walking frame is lightweight but solid and offers a high 

degree of stability. It has padded handles and the height can 

easily be adjusted from 76-101 cm without tools. The XXL-Re-

hab Bariatric Walking Frame is specially designed for users up 

to 270 kg.

Folds easily for transport and storage.

- Designed exclusively for bariatric users
- Foldable
- Height adjustable
- Lightweight frame
- Maximum weight capacity up to 270 kg

MAX 270 kg
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XXL-Rehab Bariatric Walking Frame 
Specifications

XXL-Rehab Bariatric Walking Frame

Maximum weight capacity is 270 kg

Total length 50 cm

Total width 74 / 84 cm

Inside width 54 / 64 cm

Adjustable height in 2.5 cm interval 76-101 cm

Weight 3 kg

Foldable Yes

Frame Powder coated light metal

Grip PU foam

Wheels Massive

ISO – classification ISO 12 06 03 - 06
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 Ideal use for...

- Bariatric users. 

Model Width cm Length cm Order No

XXL-Rehab Bariatric Walking Frame without wheels 74 50 0130-071-000

XXL-Rehab Bariatric Walking Frame without wheels 84 50 0130-081-000

XXL-Rehab Bariatric Walking Frame with wheels 74 50 0130-074-000

XXL-Rehab Bariatric Walking Frame with wheels 84 50 0130-084-000

XXL-Rehab Bariatric Walking Frame folded
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XXL-Rehab Canes 
Strongly engineered and functionally designed exclusively for bariatric users!

XXL-Rehab Walking cane
Extra reinforced cane.  

Exclusively designed for bariat-

ric users weighing up to 270 kg.

The curved neck places the users weight 

directly over the shaft for stability and 

safety. The cane has a vinyl handle and 

double push-button for adjustment of 

height.

XXL-Rehab 4-Point cane
Extra reinforced cane.  

Exclusively designed for  

bariatric users.

The cane has an adjustable handle and 

large double push-buttons for adjust-

ment of height.

The 4-point base increases the stability.

XXL-Rehab Crutch
Exclusively designed for  

bariatric users weighing up  

to 325 kg.

New carbon design.

270-325 kg
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XXL-Rehab Canes 
Specifications
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XXL-Rehab Walking cane

Maximum weight ca-
pacity is

270 kg

Height adjustable 71-93 cm

Weight 0.9 kg

Material Anodized steel

Grip Vinyl

ISO – classification ISO 12 03 03 - 05

XXL-Rehab 4-Point cane

Maximum weight  
capacity is

270 kg

Height adjustable 71-93 cm

Weight 1.5 kg

Base measurement 15 x 22 cm

Reflex Yes

Material Anodized steel

Grip Vinyl

ISO – classification ISO 12 03 16 - 03

Model Order No

XXL-Rehab Walking cane 0200-000-000

XXL-Rehab 4-Point cane 0201-000-000

XXL-Rehab Crutch with universal grip 0205-000-000

XXL-Rehab Crutch with anatomical grip right 0205-000-000R

XXL-Rehab Crutch with anatomical grip left 0205-000-000L

 Ideal use for...

- Bariatric users. 

XXL-Rehab Crutch with anatomical grip

XXL-Rehab Crutch

Maximum weight  
capacity is

325 kg

Height adjustable 68-110 cm

Weight 1.5 kg

Underarm support 15 cm

Grip 14 cm

Anatomical grip Yes

Reflex Yes

Material Anodized steel

Grip PU/Vinyl

ISO – classification ISO 12 03 06 - 04
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